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B.
Meaning of Legislative Supremacy,
From this brief historical summary we turn to an examination of Legal Power
the practical results of parliamentary supremacy. Dicey, after ex- unlimited,
amining several illustrations from history and showing that there
existed no competing authority, concluded that within the limits of
physical possibility Parliament could make or unmake any law what-
ever. The courts can only interpret and may not question the validity
of Acts of Parliament. No Parliament can bind its successor; other-
wise the supremacy of succeeding Parliaments would be limited. So
far as constitutional law consists of statutes, there is no Act which
Parliament could not repeal. The BiU of Rights could be cas£pyer:
board by the same process as the Prevention of Damage by Pests Act,
namely by a repealing measure passed in ordinary form. P^Uame&k
can override the decisions of the courts, if need be with retrospective
j2&ct. It could restore to the Executive unfettered power to legislate
as freely as if the Case of Proclamations had never been accepted as
representing the law. The most firmly established convention could
be declared illegal by statute.	:
That Parliament can pass any law whatsoever and that no one
Parliament can be bound by an Act of its predecessors nor bind
its successors may be illustrated both by His Majesty's Declaration
of Abdication Act, 1936 (this changed the succession to the Throne
which had been secured by the Act of Settlement), and by the statutes
which have from time to time fixed or prolonged the duration of
Parliament's own life. The duration of Parliament has been fixed by
successive Acts which each repealed its predecessor, the Triennial Act,
1694, the Septennial Act, 1715, and the Parliament Act, 1911, which
is still in force. The Parliament elected in December 1910 was dis-
solved in 1918, having five times renewed its own existence which was
limited to five years by its own enactment, the Parliament Act, 1911.
The Parliament elected in 1935 five times renewed its own existence
by Prolongation of Parliament Acts.
Parliament alone possesses the power to legalise past illegality,
This power denies supremacy to the courts and has been used by
an Executive which has a secure majority in Parliament to reverse Legislation,:
inconvenient decisions of an impartial Judiciary,1 The conclusion
of the First World War, in the course of which a number ^of illegal	.
acts were inevitably committed by an over-zealous Executive in the
interest of the prosecution of the war, was marked by the passage of
two Indemnity Acts, the MeTOJtJ Aft-1920. and th»JKaaChaaB§
There are many other instances of retrospective
* Se« Provisional Collection of Taxes Act, 1913, p. 115, post,

